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We have developed a plotting software package which can
be used to display graphs or draw pictures on a line
printer. The method that we use to develop this package is
Modular Programming. This package is written in FORTRAN
language and run on the VAX-11/780. The main functions of
this package are
- To display a graph generated from an array of X-Y
values (scatter graph or connected line graph) on the
line printer. Utilities include scales on X-axis,
Y-axis, a title, and labels on axes.
- To create line drawings on the line printer.
Because we use the modular programming technique the
program is divided into modules and each module is coded as
a separate procedure. We have 31 procedures in the plotting
package. After developing procedures, we have grouped them
into a system library. The library is simply a way of
collecting procedures so that calling programs can access
them easily. When the user links a program to a library,
any reference that the program makes to a procedure in the
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library is automatically resolved by the link editor.
Figure 1,1 shows the development of a program that
calls one or more procedures in a library.
In addition, we have developed a command procedure with
which it is more convenient for a user to invoke this
library. This command procedure will link a user’s
application program with this library and execute the
resulting file.
In chapter 3, we have explained how PASCAL programs and
FORTRAN programs can call routines in this library, what
the parameters of routines are, how to invoke library by
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BASIC CONCEPTS FOR PLOTTING
The basic idea we will use to display graph or draw
pictures on the line printer is discretization which means
representing something which is continuous and smoothly
changing in terms of a small number of specific values.
This is necessary because the printer can’t print symbols
just anywhere on page, it is neatly organized to print in
columns and rows. We must convert any other sort of image
into one which has symbols in column and row position.
Conceptually we lay a grid over our image and examine each
grid (le, some specific row and column). Then we place a
symbol on the page for each grid which covers any dark part
of image.
Probably the most convenient way to deal with the print
grid is to use a two dimensional array. If the image grid
has H rows and W columns, then we use a W by H two
dimensional CHARACTER*! array to represent the printed page.
To begin, we fill the array with blanks. Then we store
nonblank symbols (eg. asterisk) in array positions which
correspond to dark spots in the image. The hard part is
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setting up correspondence between the image plane and two
dimensional array. What we need is a way to convert a pair
of REAL coordinates ( X,Y ) in the image plane to a pair of
INTEGER subscripts ( I,J ) in the range 1 to H and 1 to W
respectively.
First we will convert X to I. If the left boundary of
the image plane corresponds to X = XMIN and the right
boundary of the image plane corresponds to X » XMAX, then
(X-XMIN)/(XMAX-XMIN) is a number between 0.0 to 1.0.
Consequently INT(W*(X-XMIN)/(XMAX-XMIN))+l is an integer
between 1 and W. This is the conversion formula we want.
Essentially it divides the image plane into W vertical
strips of equal width and takes the value I when X is in the
Ith strip. Similarly we convert Y to
INT(H*(Y-YMIN)/(YMAX-YMIN))+1 where YMIN and YMAx correspond
to the bottom and top boundaries of image plane.
CHAPTER 3
USER'S MANUAL FOR THE AU-VAX LINE PRINTER PLOTTING
PACKAGE
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to enable a user of the Atlanta University VAX
11/780 computer facility to conveniently plot graphs and
draw pictures on the printer, we have developed a Line
Printer Plotting Package which allows graphical display on a
line printer; the user needs only to select the proper
routines for plotting and provide the data. This package
consists of 31 routines which support the VT-100 computer
display terminal and line printers that are connected to
VAX-11/780. The routines in this package are written in
FORTRAN and we have created from them a system library named
PLOT, Application programs which are written in PASCAL and
FORTRAN language can use the facilities provided in this
package.
1.1 LINE PRINTER
Line printers are capable of displaying characters in a
rectangular arrangement. This package supports 66 rows with
132 characters in each row. We have designed this package
- 6 -
to make use of the full area for the graph Itself as well as
axes, labels, and a title. The last three are user options.
Figure 3.1 shows the layout of a line printer page with
terms which we'll use later.
starting indices of the plotting area










2.1 INITIALIZATION (routines INITIALIZE! or
INITIALIZE2), Initialization of plotting must be
accomplished as the first step in the use of plotting
routines and should be executed only once for each graph.
This may be done by calling one of the initializing routine,
INITIALIZE! or INITIALIZE2. The INITIALIZE! routine should
be called if the user wants to plot a graph including scales
and labels which depend on the user's specifications.
INITIALIZE2 is used if no scales and labels are desired.
One of these routines must be called for each graph
produced.
INITIALIZE! requires the user to specify which of the









ITYPE! - specification for title label (integer)
ITYPE2 - specification for x-label (integer)
ITYPE3 - specification for y-label (integer)
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The value of each specification is 0 or 1 (binary
digit)
0 - reserve no space for label
1 - reserve space for label
2.2 TERMINATION (routine DISPLAY). After completing a
graph, you will normally wish to display the result. This
system will write out the completed graph to a disk file, if
you request it through the routine DISPLAY. This is the
last step for plotting. This is a required routine, if you
want your plotting results displayed. Use DISPLAY whether






2.3 ERASE (routine ERASE). Use this routine when you
want to plot a new graph or draw a new picture but don't
want to change the format of the plotting area. You will
first need to clear any previous graph or picture before new
plotting. Use ERASE whether you called INITIALIZE! or







2.4 DISPLAY INPUT DATA (routine PRINTDATA). This is








X - An array of X coordinates (real)
Y - An array of Y coordinates (real)
N - Number of coordinates (integer)
2.5 COORDINATE RANGE (routines MINMAXl or MINMAX2).
This routine must be called before the PLOTTING routine (see
2.8). There are two ways to determine minimum and maximum
of the coordinate range, automatically or by user
specification. Determining this range is done by by calling
MINMAXl or MINMAX2. MINMAXl automatically determines the
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range, while MINMAX2 allows the user to specify the range.









X - An array of X coordinates (real)
Y - An array of Y coordinates (real)
N - Number of coordinates (integer)
MINX - specified minimum of x-coordinate (real)
MAXX - specified maximum of x-coordinate (real)
MINY - specified minimum of y-coordinate (real)
MAXY - specified maximum of y-coordinate (real)
2.6 LABELS (routines TITLE, XLABEL, YLABEL). These
routines will establish labels on the graph. Some or all of












HEAD - Title name (character string)
LABELX - X-label name (character string)
LABELY - Y-label name (character string)
N - Size of each label (integer)
2.7 SCALE AMD AXIS (routine SCALEAXISXY). This
routine will calculate scales on the x-axis and the y-axis
and create the frame for the plotting area which depends on
the number of tick marks on the x-axis and y-axis. This is







TICKX - Number of tick marks on x-axis (integer)
TICKY - Number of tick marks on y-axis (integer)
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2.8 PLOT (routine PLOTTING). This routine produces
the actual plot from arrays of x and y coordinate data. The
user may choose a scatter graph (disconnected plot) or a
connected line graph (connected plot). The user must
specify the character to use in plotting data points and,
for a connected graph, the character to fill in the graph.








X - An array of X coordinates (real)
Y - An array of Y coordinates (real)
N - Number of coordinates (integer)
SYMP - Symbol for point (character)
TYPE - Type of plotting (integer)
1 - Disconnected plot (integer)
2 - Connected plot (integer)
SYML - Symbol for line (character)
2.9 POINT AND LINE (routines POINT and LINE). POINT
produces a point from x and y coordinate data and LINE
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produces a line between two x and y coordinate pairs. The
user must specify the character for the point and the line.










X - x-coordinate (real)
Y - y-coordinate (real)
XO - x-coordinate of starting point
YO - y-coordinate of starting point
XI - x-coordinate of ending point
Y1 - y-coordinate of ending point
SYMP - Symbol for point or endpoints (character)
SYML - Symbol for line ( character )
Figure 3.1 shows a sample FORTRAN program which uses
the plotting routines.







3. STANDARD ORDER OF ROUTINES USAGE
We have two standard usages, the first one for plotting
which includes labels and scales and the other one for
plotting with no labels and scales. Usually, the first one
is used for plotting graphs and the second for drawing
pictures.
STANDARD ORDER OF ROUTINES FOR PLOTTING GRAPHS
- INITIALIZE!
- TITLE or XLABEL or YLABEL
- MINMAXl or MINMAX2
- PLOTTING or POINT or LINE
- SCALEAXISXY
- DISPLAY
- PRINTDATA ( optional )
ERASE ( optional )
STANDARD ORDER OF ROUTINES FOR DRAWING PICTURES
- INITIALIZE2
- MINIMAXI or MINMAX2
- PLOTTING or POINT or LINE
- DISPLAY
- PRINTDATA ( optional )
ERASE ( optional )
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4. HOW TO CALL PLOTTING LIBRARY ROUTINES FROM
FORTRAN
Because these plotting routines are written in FORTRAN,
no declarations are needed in the user program. The user








Figure 3.1 shows calling routines in FORTRAN program.
5. HOW TO CALL PLOTTING ROUTINES FROM PASCAL
In a PASCAL program, it is necessary to have some
declarations in program which describe the plotting routines
in the library. For convenience, two files containing
declarations, DECLAREl.PAS and DECLARE2.PAS, are provided to
be used as include files in a PASCAL program. These files
contain all necessary declarations for using the plotting














































These PASCAL include files are for different positions
in the program. DECLAREl.PAS will be included among the
TYPE declarations and DECLARE2.PAS must be included after
all VAR declarations. The user Includes them in a program
by using the %lnclude directive. The following lines should




Figure 3.2 shows PASCAL include files in PASCAL
program.
The user can call plotting routines in the same way as








6. HOW TO ACCESS THE PLOTTING LIBRARY BY USING
THE LPLOT COMMAND
LPLOT is a command which we have created for executing
the command procedure LPL0T.COM. We created this command in
order that a user can invoke the plotting library more
conveniently. When this procedure is executed, a user’s
object file (created by compiling a FORTRAN or PASCAL
program) will be linked with the plotting library and be
executed.
There are two parameters which must be passed when
executing LPLOT. The first parameter is a user's program
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name and the other one is an output file name. The program
name is name of the user program that wants to access the
plotting library. The output file name is a file to hold
the resulting plot. To invoke the LPLOT command, use the
following format.
LPLOT program-name output-file-name
For example, suppose the program name is TEST and the
output file name is OUT.DAT, the user would enter the
following line: (at the $ prompt)
LPLOT TEST OUT.DAT
After this command is executed, plotting result will be





THIS IS A DEMONSTATION PROGRAM THAT SHOWS —
HOW TO PLOT GRAPH Y = SIN (X)




C GENERATE INPUT DATA






C SET TITLE LABEL
CALL TITLEC'GRAPH Y = SIN(X)',16)
C SET X-LABEL
CALL XLABELC X ( DEGREE ) ’,16)
C SET Y-LABEL
CALL YLABELC Y = S I N X’,16)
C SET COORDINATES RANGE
CALL MINMAXKO.0,400.0,-1 .5,1 .5)
C PLOTTING GRAPH SINE
CALL PL0TTING(X,Y,361,,1,’+’)




Figure 3.1 : Sample of FORTRAN program which calls the
plotting routines
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(* THIS IS A DEMONSTATION PROGRAM THAT SHOWS — *)
(» HOW TO PLOT GRAPH Y = SIN(X) *)
(» from 0 TO 360 ( DEGREE ) »)
PROGRAM DEMONSTATION(INPUT,OUTPUT);
(» DECLARE EXTERNAL TYPES »)
TYPE ^INCLUDE ’DMAO:[SYSLIB3DECLARE1.PAS/LIST'
VAR X,Y:ARRAY[1..400] OF REAL;
I:INTEGER;
SYMP,SYML:CHAR;
(* DECLARE EXTERNAL PLOTTING PROCEDURES »)
^INCLUDE » DMAO:[SYSLIB]DECLARE2.PAS/LIST’
(» main program »)
BEGIN
(* GENERATE INPUT DATA *)





(» SET SYMBOL OF POINT AND LINE *)




(* SET TITLE LABEL —— *)
TITLECGRAPH Y = SIN(X)',16);
(» SET X-LABEL - *)
XLABEL(’ X ( DEGREE ) ',16);
(» SET Y-LABEL - »)
YLABELC Y = S I N X* ,16);
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(« SET COORDINATES RANGE *)
MINMAX1(0.0,400.0,-1.5,1.5);
(* PLOTTING GRAPH SINE *)
PLOTTING(X,Y,361,SYMP,1,SYML);
(» DISPLAY GRAPH SINE »)
DISPLAY;
END.




DOCUMENTATION FOR PLOTTING ROUTINES
These routines are used to display data in a graphical
form. There are 31 procedures with approximately 500 lines
of code (with comments, about 800 lines). It exemplifies
the top-down design of programs (modular procedures). These
routines are written in the FORTRAN language. We have
classified these routines into two groups. The first group
is user callable routines and the other one is internal
routines.


































The details of these routines are described as follows
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USER CALLABLE ROUTINES
1. INITIALIZE! This procedure initializes the grid
array for plotting and initializes size and starting indices
(row index and column index) of the plotting area. The
exact values depend on the user's choice of whether or not
to include labels on the axes and/or a title for the graph.
Each of the three choices is represented by a value of 0 or
1: 0 - reserve no space for label and 1 - reserve space for
label. The values are passed in the parameters ITYPEl,
ITYPE2 and ITYPE3, corresponding to title, x-label, and
y-label respectively. These parameters are converted to a
single value 0-7 (ITYPE), ITYPE will be used to initialize
the different size and starting Indices of the plotting
area. For example, if ITYPE equals 0 then size of the
plotting area is 55 by 115, the starting row index is 14 and
the starting column index is 3, if ITYPE equals 2 then size
of the plotting area is 50 by 115, the starting row index is
19 and the starting column index is 3, if ITYPE equals 7
then size of plotting area is 45 by 110, the starting row
index is 19 and the starting column index is 8, etc. In
addition, it will set IFLAG (common variable for checking
which of INITIALIZE! or INITIALIZE2 is called) to 1. IFLAG
will be used by the DISPLAY and ERASE routines to check
which of DISPLAYl or DISPLAY2, ERASEl or ERASE2 should be
called.
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2. INITIALIZE2 This procedure blanks out the grid
array. Initializes size and starting indices (row index and
column index) of the plotting area, and creates a frame for
the plotting area. The size of the plotting area which is
initialized by this procedure is 55 by 125 and the starting
row index and column index are 3 and 4. In addition, it
will set IFLAG (common variable for checking which of
INITIALIZE! or INITIALIZE2 is called) to 2. IFLAG will be
used by DISPLAY and ERASE routines to check which of
DISPLAYl or DISPLAY2, ERASEl or ERASE2 should called.
3. ERASE This procedure clears any previous graphs
before new plotting and set up frame for the plotting area.
This procedure is an optional routine because it will be
called only if a user wants to draw a new graph but doesn't
want to change the format of the plotting area.
4. TITLE, XLABEL, TLABEL These procedures establish
a title label, x-label or y-label on the graph. They will
be called if INITIALIZE! is called. Some or all of them
will be called depending on the user's specifications from
INITIALIZE! (ITYPEl, ITYPE2, ITYPE3).
5. PLOTTING This procedure enables the user to draw a
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graph from arrays of x and y coordinate data In the plotting
area* ITYPE Is the parameter for type of plotting. If
ITYPE equals 1, then a scatter graph (disconnected plot) Is
drawn. If ITYPE equals 2, then a connected line graph
(connected plot) Is drawn. The user can specify different
symbols for data points and for connecting points.
6. POINT This procedure produces a point In the
plotting area from x and y coordinate data. The user can
specify the symbol for point.
7. LINE This procedure produces a line In the
plotting area from two pairs of x and y coordinate data.
The user specifies the symbol for the starting and ending
points and the symbol for the line.
8. MINMAXl This procedure allows the user to specify
the minimum and maximum of each coordinate range.
9. MINMAZ2 This procedure automatically determines
the minimum and maximum of the coordinate range from
supplied data arrays
10. SCALEAZISXY This procedure computes scales for
the x-axls and y-axls and creates the x-axls and y-axls.
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Tick marks are drawn on each axis.
11. DISPLAY This procedure writes out the graphics
area (plotting results) to the plotting output file.
12. PRINTDATA This procedure writes out numerical
data to the plotting output file.
INTERNAL ROUTINES
13. DISCON This procedure produces a scatter graph
(disconnected plot) with the symbol that user specifies.
14. CONNEC This procedure produces a connected line
graph (connected plot) with symbol that user specifies.
15. CONVCOOR This procedure converts image plane
coordinates (user coordinates) to grid coordinates.
16. PLOT This procedure puts a character (symbol for
point or line) into a specified position in the grid array
(grid coordinates).
17. DRAWLINE This procedure produces a line between
two coordinates in the grid array. Coordinates are grid
coordinates.
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18. CLIPPING This procedure clips lines against the
upper and lower boundary of the plotting area.
19. ACCBPTCHECK This procedure determines, from the
codes computed by OUTCODES for each endpoint of a line,
whether or not the line is to be clipped and whether or not
any of the line will actually appear in the graphics area.
20. OUTCODES This procedure computes a code value for
a pair of x and y coordinates which specifies the
relationship between the point and the plotting area. If
the X and y coordinates are in the plotting area, then the
code equals 3. If the x-coordinate is in the plotting area
and the y-coordinate is greater than the upper bound, then
the code equals 1. If the x-coordlnate is in the plottljig
area and the y-coordinate is less than the lower bound then
the code equals 2. If the x and y coordinates are both out
of bounds then the code equals 9.
21. DISPLATl This procedure writes out the plotting
results (graphs or pictures) to the plotting output file.
It will be called by DISPLAY routine if IFLAG (the common
variable for checking which of INITIALIZE! or INITIALIZE2 is
called) equals 1.
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22. DISPLAT2 This procedure writes out the plotting
results (graph or pictures) to the plotting output file. It
will be called by DISPLAY routine if IFLAG (the common
variable for checking which of INITIALIZE! or INITIALIZE2 is
called) equals 2.
23. ERASEl This procedure clears any previous graphs
or pictures before new plotting and sets up the frame for
the plotting area. It will be called by ERASE routine if
IFLAG (the common variable for checking which of INITIALIZE!
or INITIALIZE2 is called) equals 1.
24. ERASE2 This procedure clears any previous graphs
or pictures before new plotting and sets up the frame for
the plotting area. It will be called by ERASE routine if
IFLAG (the common variable for checking which of INITIALIZE!
or INITIALIZE2 is called) equals 2.
The following routines all use the number of tick marks
specified by the user.
25. ADJUSTROWCOL This procedure adjusts the width
(column) and the height (row) of the plotting area that
depends on number of tick marks on x-axis and y-axis.
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26. CALSCALEX This procedure computes scales on
x-axis that depends on the number of tick marks on x-axls.
27. CALSCALET This procedure computes scales on
y-axis that depends on the number of tick marks on y-axis.
28. SETAXISX This procedure produces the horizontal
axis of the plotting area that depends on the number of tick
marks on x-axls.
29. SETAXIST This procedure produces the vertical
axis of the plotting area that depends on the number of tick
marks on x-axis.
A complete listing code of the plotting routines




PURPOSE ; TO BLANK OUT GRID ARRAY, INITIALIZE SIZE AND STATRING =
INDICES OF PLOTTING AREA WHICH DEPENDING ON USER'S =
SPECIFICATIONS =
INPUT ARGUMENTS : =
ITYPE1 - SPECIFICATION FOR TITLE LABEL =
ITYPE2 - SPECIFICATION FOR X-LABEL =
ITYPE3 - SPECIFICATION FOR Y-LABEL =
LOCAL VARIABLES : =
ITYPE - SUMMARY TYPE OF LABELS =








STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY (66 BY 132) FOR
PLOTTING
HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA (NUMBER OF ROWS)
WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA (NUMBER OF COLUMNS)
STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
STARTING COLUMN INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA












BLANK OUT GRID ARRAY
BLANK = • •
DO !0 I = !,66
DO 5 J = !,!32
5 GRID(I,J) = BLANK
!0 CONTINUE
COMPUTE SUMMARY TYPE OF LABELS FROM CHOICES OF LABELS
ITYPE = ((2»»0)»ITYPE3)+((2*»!)»ITYPE2)+((2**2)*ITYPE!)
C CHECK BOUNDARY OF SUMMARY TYPE OF LABELS

















PURPOSE : TO BLANK OUT GRID ARRAY, INITIALIZE SIZE AND =
STARTING INDICES OF PLOTTING AREA, CREATE FRAME FOR =
PLOTTING AREA =
LOCAL VARIABLE : =








STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY (66 BY 132) FOR
PLOTTING
HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS )
WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS )
STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
STARTING COLUMN INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA








BLANK OUT GRID ARRAY
BLANK = ' ’
DO 5 I = 1 ,66
DO 15 J = 1,132












CREATE VERTICAL FRAME -















PURPOSE : TO CLEAR THE PLOTTING AREA BEFORE NEW PLOTTING =
COMMON VARIABLE : =
IFLAG - CODE FOR CHECKING WHICH OF ERASE IS CALLED =
SUBROUTINES CALLED : =
ERASE1 - TO CLEAR PLOTTING AREA IF INITIALIZE! IS CALLED =
ERASE2 - TO CLEAR PLOTTING AREA IF INITIALIZE2 IS CALLED =
COMMON VARIABLE
COMMON /AREAS/ IFLAG
CHECK IFLAG IS 1 OR 2
IF IFLAG = 1 THEN CALL ERASE!
IF IFLAG = 2 THEN CALL ERASE2
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. ! ) THEN
CALL ERASE!
ENDIF








PURPOSE : TO PUT TITLE NAME INTO SPECIFIED POSITION OF GRID =
ARRAY =
INPUT ARGUMENTS : =
HEAD - TITLE NAME =
N - SIZE OF TITLE NAME =
LOCAL VARIABLE : =
I - COUNTER INDEX =
COMMON VARIABLE ; =










PUT TITLE NAME INTO GRID ARRAY
I = 1









PURPOSE : TO PUT X-LABEL NAME INTO SPECIFIED POSITION OF GRID =
ARRAY =
INPUT ARGUMENTS : =
LABELX - X-LABEL NAME =
N - SIZE OF X-LABEL NAME =
LOCAL VARIABLE ; =







STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY (66 BY 132) FOR
PLOTTING
HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS )
WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS )
STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA











PUT X-LABEL NAME INTO GRID ARRAY
I =!
DO !0 J = 60,(59+N)
GRID(IROW+IRELY+7,J) = LABELX(I)







PURPOSE : TO PUT Y-LABEL NAME INTO SPECIFIED POSITION OF GRID =
ARRAY =
INPUT ARGUMENTS : =
LABELY - Y-LABEL NAME =
N - SIZE OF Y-LABEL NAME =
LOCAL VARIABLE : =
J - COUNTER INDEX =
COMMON VARIABLE : =








C PUT Y-LABEL NAME INTO GRID ARRAY
J = 1
DO 10 I = 23,(22+N)
GRID(I,5) = LABELY(J)





ooooo oooooooo oooo oo
SUBROUTINE PLOTTING(X,Y,N,SYMP,ITYPE,SYML)
PURPOSE : TO PRODUCE A SCATTER GRAPH (DISCONNECTED PLOT) OR A =
CONNECTED LINE GRAPH (CONNECTED PLOT) IN PLOTTING =
AREA DEPENDING ON TYPE OF PLOTTING =
INPUT ARGUMENTS :
X - AN ARRAY OF X COORDINATES S
Y - AN ARRAY OF Y COORDINATES =
N - NUMBER OF COORDINATES 5
SYMP - SYMBOL FOR POINT =
ITYPE — TYPE OF PLOTTING =
SYML - SYMBOL FOR LINE r
SUBROUTINES CALLED :
DISCON - TO PRODUCE A SCATTER GRAPH S
CONNEC — TO PRODUCE A CONNECTED LINE GRAPH =
CHARACTER*1 SYMP,SYML
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N)
CHECK TYPE OF PLOTTING
IF TYPE OF PLOTTING = 1, THEN DISCONNECTED PLOT
IF TYPE OF PLOTTING = 2, THEN CONNECTED PLOT —
IF ( ITYPE .EQ. 1 )
* CALL DISCON(X,Y,N,SYMP)







PURPOSE : TO PLOT A POINT ( USER'S COORDINATES ) IN PLOTTING =
AREA WITH SPECIFIED SYMBOL =
INPUT ARGUMENTS : =
X - X-COORDINATE =
Y - Y-COORDINATE =
SYMP - SYMBOL FOR POINT =
SUBROUTINES CALLED : =
CONVCOOR - TO CONVERT USER COORDINATE TO GRID COORDINATE =
PLOT - TO PUT SYMBOL FOR POINT INTO SPECIFIED POSITION =









PURPOSE : TO DRAW A LINE BETWEEN TWO COORDINATES ( USER -
COORDINATE ) r
INPUT ARGUMENTS : -
XO X-COORDINATE OF STARTING POINT s
YO Y-COORDINATE OF STARTING POINT :
XI X-COORDINATE OF ENDING POINT s
Y1 Y-COORDINATE OF ENDING POINT
SYMP SYMBOL FOR POINT =
SYML SYMBOL FOR LINE s
SUBROUTINES CALLED ; -
CONVCOOR - TO CONVERT IUSER COORDINATE TO GRID COORDINATE =
PLOT - TO PUT SYMBOL INTO GRID ARRAY =












PURPOSE : TO SPECIFY MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM OF EACH COORDINATE -
RANGE =
INPUT ARGUMENTS : -
MINX - SPECIFIED MINIMUM OF X-COORDINATE S
MAXX - SPECIFIED MAXIMUM OF X-COORDINATE =
MINY - SPECIFIED MINIMUM OF Y-COORDINATE
MAXY - SPECIFIED MAXIMUM OF Y-COORDINATE =
COMMON VARIABLES : -
XMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
XMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
YMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES =















C PURPOSE : TO AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINE THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM =
C THE COORDINATE RANGE FROM SUPPLIED DATA ARRAYS =
C =
C INPUT ARGUMENTS ; =
C VALUEl - AN ARRAY OF X COORDINATES =
C VALUE2 - AN ARRAY OF Y COORDINATES =
C N - NUMBER OF COORDINATES =
C =
C COMMON VARIABLES : =
C XMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
C XMAX - MAXIMUN OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
C YMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
C YMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES =













c find maximum and minimum of X,Y
DO 10 I s 2,N
IF (VALUEl (I) .LT. XMIN) XMIN = VALUEKI)
IF (VALUEKI) .GT. XMAX) XMAX = VALUEKI)
IF (VALUE2(I) .LT. YMIN) YMIN = VALUE2(I)







PURPOSE : TO CREATE X-AXIS,Y-AXIS AND COMPUTE X-SCALE,Y-SCALE =
INPUT ARGUMENTS ;
NUMTICKX NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS
NUMTICKY NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON Y-AXIS =
LOCAL VARIABLES :
NUMTICX NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS
=




NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS
=







TO ADJUST ROW AND COLUMN OF PLOTTING AREA
TO COMPUTE SCALE ON X-AXIS





















PURPOSE : TO DISPLAY THE PLOTTING RESULT =
COMMON VARIABLES : =
IFLAG - CODE FOR CHECKING WHICH OF INITIALIZATION IS CALLED =
SUBROUTINES CALLED ; =
DISPLAYI - DISPLAY PLOTTING RESULT IF INITIALIZEI IS CALLED =
DISPLAY2 - DISPLAY PLOTTING RESULT IF INITIALIZE2 IS CALLED =
COMMON VARIABLE
COMMON /AREAS/ IFLAG
CHECK IFLAG IS 1 OR 2
IF IFLAG = 1 THEN CALL DISPLAYI
IF IFLAG = 2 THEN CALL DISPLAY2
IF ( IFLAG .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL DISPLAYI
ENDIF








PURPOSE : TO PRINT INPUT DATA COORDINATE
INPUT ARGUMENTS :
X - AN ARRAY OF X COORDINATES
Y - AN ARRAY OF Y COORDINATES
N - NUMBER OF COORDINATES
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N)
SKIP TO NEW PAGE AND PRINT HEADING
WRITE(8,10)










PURPOSE : TO PRODUCE A SCATTER GRAPH (DISCONNECTED PLOT)
INPUT ARGUMENTS :
X - AN ARRAY OF X COORDINATES
Y - AN ARRAY OF Y COORDINATES
N - NUMBER OF COORDINATES
SYMP - SYMBOL FOR POINT
LOCAL VARIABLE :
ICODE - BOUNDARY CODE OF COORDINATE
SUBROUTINES CALLED :
OUTCODES - TO COMPUTE BOUNDARY CODE OF COORDINATE
CONVCOOR - TO CONVERT USER COORDINATE TO GRID COORDINATE
PLOT - TO PUT A CHARACTER INTO GRID ARRAY
DIMENSION X(N),Y(N)
CHARACTER*! SYMP
DO 10 I = 1 ,N
COMPUTE BOUNDARY CODE OF COORDINATE
CALL OUTCODESCXd) ,Y(I) ,ICODE)
CHECK BOUNDARY CODE
IF COORDINATES IN BOUNDARY THEN PLOTTING
IF ( ICODE .EQ. 3 ) THEN
















AN ARRAY OF X COORDINATES





ID1 - BOUNDARY CODE OF FIRST COORDINATE
ID2 - BOUNDARY CODE OF SECORD COORDINATE
FLAG - IF TRUE THEN HAVE DRAWING LINE : LOGICAL
SUBROUTINES CALLED :
CONVCOOR - TO CONVERT USER COORDINATE TO GRID COORDINATE
PLOT - TO PUT A CHARACTER INTO GRID ARRAY








IF IN BOUNDARY THEN CHECK FOR DRAWING
IF ((ID! .NE. 9) .AND. (ID2 .NE. 9)) THEN
CHECK ACCEPTANCE FOR DRAWING LINE
IF TRUE THEN HAVE DRAWING LINE














PURPOSE : TO CONVERT USER COORDINATES TO GRID COORDINATES
INPUT ARGUMENTS ;
X - ACTUAL X-COORDINATE OF POINT
Y - ACTUAL Y-COORDINATE OF POINT
OUTPUT ARGUMENT :
I - X-COORDINATE IN GRID ARRAY ( GRID COORDINATE )
J - Y-COORDINATE IN GRID ARRAY ( GRID COORDINATE )
COMMON VARIABLES ;
IROW - HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS )
ICOL - WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS )
IRELX - STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
IRELY - STARTING COLUMN INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
XMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
XMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
YMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES





CONVERT USER COORDINATE TO GRID COORDINATE
II = INT(((X-XMIN)/(XMAX-XMIN))»FLOAT(ICOL)) + 1
JJ = INT(((Y-YMIN)/(YMAX-YMIN))»FLOAT(IROW)) + 1
I = IROW + 2 + IRELY -JJ






PURPOSE : TO PUT A CHARACTER (SYMBOL) INTO GRID ARRAY
INPUT ARGUMENTS :
IX - X-COORDINATE OF GRID ( GRID COORDINATE )
lY - Y-COORDINATE OF GRID ( GRID COORDINATS )
SYM - SYMBOL TO BE PLOTTED
COMMON VARIABLE ;












C PURPOSE : TO DRAW LINE BETWEEN TWO GRID COORDINATES
C
C INPUT ARGUMENTS :
C IXO - X-COORDINATE OF THE STARTING POINT
C lYO - Y-COORDINATE OF THE STARTING POINT
C IXl - X-COORDINATE OF THE ENDING POINT
C IY1 - Y-COORDINATE OF THE ENDING POINT
C SYML - SYMBOL FOR LINE
C
C LOCAL VARIABLES ;
C ISTEPS - NUMBER OF STEPS
C DELX - SIZE OF A STEP ON X-AXIS DIRECTION
C DELY - SIZE OF A STEP ON Y-AXIS DIRECTION
C
C SUBROUTINE CALLED ;
C PLOT - TO PUT A CHARACTER INTO GRID ARRAY




C COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF STEPS
ISTEPS = MAX(ABS(IX1-IXO),ABS(IY1-IYO))
C
C COMPUTE THE STEP SIZE
DELX = FLOAT(IXI-IXO) / FLOAT(ISTEPS)
DELY s FLOAT(IYI-IYO) / FLOAT(ISTEPS)
C
c have drawing line








C PURPOSE : TO CLIP LINES AGAINST THE UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDARY =
C OF THE PLOTTING AREA =
C =
C INPUT ARGUMENTS : =
C IXO - X-COORDINATE OF THE STARTING POINT =
C lYO - Y-COORDINATE OF THE STARTING POINT =
C 1X1 - X-COORDINATES OF THE ENDING POINT =
C IY1 - Y-COORDINATES OF THE ENDING POINT =
C =
C OUTPUT ARGUMENTS : =
C IOUTCODE1 - BOUNDARY CODE OF FIRST COORDINATE =
C I0UTC0DE2 - BOUNDARY CODE OF SECOND COORDINATE =
C FLAG - IF TRUE THEN HAVE DRAWING LINE : LOGICAL =
C =
C LOCAL VARIABLES : =
C ACCEPT - IF TRUE THEN HAVE CLIPPING ; LOGICAL =
C lOUTCODEl - BOUNDARY CODE OF FIRST COORDINATE =
C I0UTC0DE2 - BOUNDARY CODE OF SECOND COORDINATE
C =
C COMMON VARIABLES : =
C XMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
C XMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
C YMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
C YMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
C =
C SUBROUTINES CALLED : =
C OUTCODES - TO FIND BOUNDARY CODE OF COORDINATE =
C ACCEPTCHECK - TO FIND TRIVIAL ACCEPTANCE FOR CLIPPING =











c find acceptance for clipping and drawing
CALL ACCEPTCHECKCIOUTCODEI,I0UTC0DE2,ACCEPT,FLAG)
C
C CHECK ACCEPTANCE FOR CLIPPING
IF ( ACCEPT ) THEN
IF (IOUTCODE1 .EQ. 1) THEN
XO = XO + (X1-XO) » (YMAX-YO) / (Y1-Y0)
YO = YMAX
ELSE IF (IOUTCODE1 .EQ. 2) THEN
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XO = XO + (X1-XO) * (YMIN-YO) /(Y1-YO)
YO = YMIN
ENDIF
IF (I0UTC0DE2 .EQ. 1) THEN
XI = XI + (XO-X1) * (YMAX-Y1) / (YO-Y1)
Y1 = YMAX
ELSE IF (I0UTC0DE2 .EQ. 2) THEN









PURPOSE : TO DETERMINE ACCEPTANCE FOR CLIPPING AND DRAWING
INPUT ARGUMENTS :
ICODE1 - BOUNDARY CODE OF FIRST COORDINATE
IC0DE2 - BOUNDARY CODE OF SECOND COORDINATE
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS :
ACCEPT - IF TRUE THEN HAVE CLIPPING ; LOGICAL
FLAG - IF TRUE THEN HAVE DRAWING LINE : LOGICAL
LOGICAL ACCEPT,FLAG
find trivial acceptance for clipping and drawing
IF (((ICODE1 .EQ. 1) .AND. (IC0DE2 .EQ. 1)) .OR.




IF (((ICODE1 .EQ. 1) .AND. (IC0DE2 .EQ. 2)) .OR.
* ((ICODE1 .EQ. 2) .AND. (IC0DE2 .EQ. D) .OR.
* (dCODEl .EQ. 1) .AND. (ICODE2 .EQ. 3)) .OR.
* ((ICODE1 .EQ. 3) .AND. (IC0DE2 .EQ. D) .OR.
» ((ICODE1 .EQ. 2) .AND. (IC0DE2 .EQ. 3)) .OR.

















PURPOSE : TO COMPUTE BOUNDARY CODE OF COORDINATE =
INPUT ARGUMENTS •• I
X X-COORDINATE OF POINT
Y Y-COORDINATE OF POINT =
OUTPUT ARGUMENT •• -
lOUTCODE BOUNDARY CODE OF COORDINATE
COMMON VARIABLES : -
XMIN MINIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES -
XMAX MAXIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
YMIN MINIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
YMAX MAXIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES =
COMMON /AREA4/ XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX
C
c find boundary code of coordinate
IF ((X .GE. XMIN) .AND. (X .LE. XMAX) .AND.
(Y .GE. YMIN) .AND. (Y .LE. YMAX)) THEN
lOUTCODE = 3
ENDIF
IF (((X .GE . XMIN) .OR. (X .LE. XMAX)) .AND
(Y .GT. YMAX)) THEN
lOUTCODE = 1
ENDIF
IF (((X .GE . XMIN) .OR. (X .LE. XMAX)) .AND
(Y .LT. YMIN)) THEN
lOUTCODE = 2
ENDIF








PURPOSE ; TO DISPLAY THE CONTENTS OF THE GRID ARRAY
WITH TITLE, LABELS AND SCALES ON EACH AXIS
LOCAL VARIABLES :
NUMTICKX - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS
NUMTICKY - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON Y-AXIS











STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY (66 BY 132) FOR
PLOTTING
HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS )
WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS )
STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
STARTING COLUMN INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
STORAGE 1-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF X-SCALE
STORAGE 1-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF Y-SCALE
SIZE OF EACH INTERVAL ON X-AXIS









SKIP TO NEW PAGE
WRITE(8,1)
1 FORMAT(IHI)




C COMPUTE NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS AND Y-AXIS
NUMTICKX = (ICOL / ITICKX) + 1
NUMTICKY = (IROW / ITICKY) + 1


























PURPOSE : TO DISPLAY CONTENTS OF GRID ARRAY
COMMON VARIABLE :























c LOCAL VARIABLES ; =
c BLANK - BLANK CHARACTER
c NUMX - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS =
c
c
NUMY - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON Y-AXIS s
c COMMON VARIABLES : •
c GRID - STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY (66 BY 132) FOR s
c PLOTTING s
c I ROW - HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS ) -
c I COL - WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS ) £
c IRELX - STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA S
c IRELY - STARTING COLUMN INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA S
c NUMTICX - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS =
c
n
NUMTICY - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON Y-AXIS =
U
c SUBROUTINES CALLED : -
c SETAXISX - TO CREATE X-AXIS (HORIZONTAL AXIS) -
c
c = = :










C BLANK OUT PLOTTING AREA
BLANK = • •
DO 10 I = (IRELY+1),(IRELY+IR0W+1)






















STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY FOR PLOTTING
HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS )
WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS )
STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA






BLANK OUT PLOTTING ARRAY
BLANK = • '
DO 5 I = 1 ,66
DO 15 J = 1,132
15 GRID(I,J) = BLANK
5 CONTINUE
CREATE FRAME FOR PLOTTING AREA













PURPOSE : TO ADJUST WIDTH (COLUMN) AND HEIGHT (ROW) OF =
PLOTTING AREA DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON =
X AND Y AXIS =
INPUT ARGUMENTS :
NUMTICKX - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS






NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON X-AXIS
NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON Y-AXIS
REMAINDER OF ICOL DIVIDED BY NUMINTX
REMAINDER OF IROW DIVIDED BY NUMINTY
COMMON VARIABLES : =
IROW - HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS ) =
ICOL - WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS)=
ITICKX - SIZE OF EACH INTERVALS ON X-AXIS =
ITICKY - SIZE OF EACH INTERVALS ON Y AXIS
COMMON VARIABLES
COMMON /AREA2/ IROW,ICOL
COMMON /AREA6/ ITICKX , ITICKY
C
C COMPUTE NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON X-AXIS AND Y-AXIS
NUMINTX s NUMTICKX - 1
NUMINTY s NUMTICKY - 1
C
C — ADJUST COLUMN AND COMPUTE SIZE OF EACH INTERVAL ON X-AXIS —
REMAINDER) s MOD(ICOL,NUMINTX)
IF ( REMAINDER) .LT. 0.5 ) THEN
ITICKX = ICOL / NUMINTX
ICOL = ITICKX » NUMINTX
ELSE IF ( REMAINDER) .GE. 0.5 ) THEN
ITICKX = ICOL / NUMINTX
ICOL = (ITICKX+)) * NUMINTX
ENDIF
C
C — ADJUST ROW AND COMPUTE SIZE OF EACH INTERVAL ON Y-AXIS —
REMAINDER2 = MOD(IROW,NUMINTY)
IF ( REMAINDER2 .LT. 0.5 ) THEN
ITICKY = IROW / NUMINTY
IROW = ITICKY » NUMINTY
ELSE IF ( REMAINDER2 .GE. 0.5 ) THEN
ITICKY = IROW / NUMINTY






C= = = = s = = = = = = = = r3 = rr = = = = = r = sr = r = ss = r = 3 = = r = = r = = = = r = = = i:s = = = = s = = : = = = =
C PURPOSE : TO COMPUTE SCALES ON X-AXIS
C
C INPUT ARGUMENT :
C NUMTICKX - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS
C
C LOCAL VARIABLES :
C NUMINTERVALX - NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON X-AXIS
C DIFF - ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE OF XMAX AND XMIN
C DELTA - INCREMENT OF X-SCALE
C
C COMMON VARIABLES :
C XMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
C XMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
C YMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES
C YMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES








C COMPUTE NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON X-AXIS
NUMINTERVALX = NUMTICKX - 1
C
C COMPUTE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE OF XMAX AND XMIN
DIFF = ABS (XMAX-XMIN)
C
C COMPUTE INCREMENT OF X-SCALE




DO 10 I = 2,(NUMTICKX-1)







C PURPOSE : TO COMPUTE SCALES ON Y-AXIS
C
C INPUT ARGUMENT :
C NUMTICKY - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON Y-AXIS
C
C LOCAL VARIABLES ;
C NUMINTERVALY - NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON Y-AXIS
C DIFF - ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE OF YMAX AND YMIN
C DELTA - INCREMENT OF Y-SCALE
C
C COMMON VARIABLES :
C XMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
C XMAX - MAXIMUM OF ALL X DATA POINTS COORDINATES
C YMIN - MINIMUM OF ALL Y DATA POINTS COORDINATES








C COMPUTE NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON Y-AXIS
NUMINTERVALY = NUMTICKY - 1
C
C COMPUTE DIFFERENCE OF YMAX AND YMIN
DIFF = ABS (YMAX-YMIN)
C
C COMPUTE INCREMENT OF Y-SCALE




DO 10 I = 2,(NUMTICKY-1)








C PURPOSE : TO CREATE X-AXIS THAT DEPENDS ON NUMBER OF TICK
C MARK ON X-AXIS
C
C INPUT ARGUMENT :
C NUMTICKX - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON X-AXIS
C
C LOCAL VARIABLE :
C IREL - STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
C
C COMMON VARIABLES :
C GRID - STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY (66 BY 132) FOR
C PLOTTING
C IROW - HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS )
C ICOL - WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA (NUMBER OF COLUMNS )
C IRELX - STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTIING AREA
C IRELY - STARTING COLUMN INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
C ITICKX - SIZE OF EACH INTERVAL ON X-AXIS









COMMON /AREA6/ ITICKX ,ITICKY
IREL = IRELX
C CALCULATE NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON X-AXIS -
NUMINTX = NUMTICKX - 1
C
C CALCULATE SIZE OF EACH INTERVAL ON X-AXIS
ITICKX = ICOL / NUMINTX
GRID(IRELY+IROW+l,IRELX+1) =
C
C CREATE HORINZONTAL AXIS AND TICK MARKS —
DO 10 I = 1,NUMINTX




IREL =IREL + ITICKX
10 CONTINUE








PURPOSE : TO CREATE Y-AXIS THAT DEPENDS ON NUMBER OF TICK
MARK ON Y-AXIS
INPUT ARGUMENT :
NUMTICKY - NUMBER OF TICK MARKS ON Y-AXIS
LOCAL VARIABLE :









STORAGE 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY (66 BY 132) FOR
PLOTTING
HEIGHT OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF ROWS )
WIDTH OF PLOTTING AREA ( NUMBER OF COLUMNS )
STARTING ROW INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
STARTING COLUMN INDEX OF PLOTTING AREA
SIZE OF EACH INTERVAL ON X-AXIS








CALCULATE NUMBER OF INTERVALS ON Y-AXIS -
NUMINTY = NUMTICKY - 1
CALCULATE SIZE OF EACH INTERVAL ON Y-AXIS
ITICKY = IROW / NUMINTY
C CREATE VERTICAL AXIS AND TICK MARKS
DO 10 I = 1,NUMINTY




IREL = IREL - ITICKY
10 CONTINUE









A procedure is a set of related instructions that
perforins a task VAX-11 language define a procedure as
follows :
A procedure is a main program, a subprogram, a
function
A procedure is a main program, a subprogram
A procedure is a main program, subroutine or
function
A procedure is declared as a procedure or function
A procedure is a program unit consisting of a
procedure or function heading and a block
The modular programming or modular procedure means we
perform a complex task or program by dividing it into
modules and coding each module as a separate procedure.
This kind of modular programming offers several advantage
over writting a complex program as a single source module :
- You can use any modular procedure in any program,








You need not rewrite common algorithms every time a
new program need them.
You can divide a complex program into
procedures to reduce development time,
complexity, and increase reliability.
You can use different programming languages
different procedures for a program.
You can modify or replace a procedure








The libraries consist of complied and assembled object
code intended to be associated with a calling program at
link time. References to procedures in these libraries are
resolved when the linker searches the user libraries
specified in the LINK command or the default system
libraries. The program can then call library procedures at
run time.
VAX/VMS allows you to group procedures into libraries
by the librarian utility. When you link a program with a
library, the linker automatically searches that library for
procedures that user calls. This allows your program to
access groups of procedures without explicitly linking each
procedure each time you need it.
You can group procedures in one of three ways :
- As an object module library (Combine object modules
into an object module library). When a program
issues a call to a procedure in an object module
library, the linker copies and links the module
containing the procedure into the calling program's
- 69 -
object file. The module and the program then become
a single executable image.
As a sharable image (Link object modules together
into a sharable image) When a program calls a
procedure in a sharable image, the linker creates
linkages between the program and procedures in the
sharable image. The sharable image is not copied
into the executable image. Instead, it is mapped into
the process address space at run time.
As a sharable image library (Combine sharable Images
into a sharable image library). When a program calls
a procedure in a sharable image library, the linker
resolves the reference to the procedure by searching
the entire library. If it finds the sharable image





The command procedure LPLOT (file type COM) contains
the following lines.
$ SET NOVERIFY
$ ASSIGN SYS$COMMAND; SYS$INPUT
$ IF PI .NES. " " THEN GOTO LOOPl
$ INQUIRE PI "Please enter your program name ”
$ LOOPl:
$ IF P2 .NES. ” " THEN GOTO LOOP2
$ INQUIRE P2 "Please enter your output file name"
$ LOOP2;
$ LINK 'P1',DMA0:[SYSLIB]PL0T.0LB/LIBRARY






This section Includes 15 sample plots produced by this
system.
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alphanuaerlc character: An upper or lower case letter
(A-Z, a-z), a dollar sign ( $ ), an underscore ( _ )»
or a decimal digit ( 0-9 ).
ASCII(American Standard Code for Information Interchange):
A standard code consisting of information interchange
among data processing communication systems.
characters: A symbol represented by an ASCII code. See
also alphanumeric character.
clipping: The modification of virtual graphics vectors so
that the portion of those vectors which lies outside of
the virtual window will not be displayed on the screen.
command: An instruction, generally an English word, typed
by the user at a terminal or Included in a command file
which requests the software monitoring a terminal or
73
reading a command file to perform some well-defined
activity. For example, typing the COPY command
requests the system to copy the contents of one file
into another file.
conaaad procedure: A file containing commands and data
that the command Interpret can accept in lieu of the
user typing the commands individually on a terminal.
cofflaon: A FORTRAN term for a program section that contains
only data.
coordinates: An ordered pair (X,T) of numbers uniquely
represent a point either on the screen or in virtual
space. The ordered pairs of numbers in the normal
coordinate system (cartitian coordinates) represent the
point according to its distance from the origin (0,0)
along the X and Y-axis respectively.
file name: The field preceding a file type in a file
specification that contains a 1-to 9-character logical
name for a file.
librarian: A program that allows the user to create,
update, modify, list and maintain object library, image
- 74 -
library and assembler macro library files.
link editor: A program that reads one or more object files
created by language processors and produces and
executable image files, a sharable image file, or a
system image file.
linking: The resolution of external references between
object modules used to create an image, the acquisition
of referenced library routines, service entry points,
and data for the image, and the assignment of virtual
addresses to components of an image.
module: A portion of a program or program library, as in a
source module, object module, or image module.
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